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Abstract
Systems with self-* properties are often governed by certain rules. This article reflects on the underlying
concepts, principles and mechanisms with the goal to make them accessible to the engineering of
socio-technical systems composed of humans, agents, robots and other entities. Simulations in Presage,
a platform for prototyping agent societies, have been set up to demonstrate how a set of simple and
mostly local rules governs the agents’ behaviours, and how system level behaviour results without
anybody having control over others, a global view or knowing the system’s goal. Complex structures,
such as bridges between seeds, emerge according to the chosen rules and parameters. This paper
presents preliminary results as well as ongoing / future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Complex adaptive systems in nature often exhibit a
range of self-* properties, such as self-organisation,
self-reconfiguration, self-healing and others, as well
as emergence. Engineers are increasingly trying to
understand, apply and use the underlying concepts,
principles and mechanisms to provide the systems
they are building with similar properties. However,
most of the work is still intuitive trial-and-error style;
generic architectures and systematic methodologies
are largely missing, although some have started to
appear. An example is MetaSelf [4], which served
as an inspiration for the work presented in this pa-
per. More investigations and implementations are,
however, necessary. To persuade other researchers
as well as interested industrials, demonstrators with
real-world functionalities are needed.

The work presented in this article contributes both
on a conceptual level – explaining why and how
nature-inspired concepts, principles and mechanisms
of complex systems are useful for engineering, and
how they could be used – as well as on an applica-
tion level, providing the results from simulated exper-
iments with complex emergent structures.

The systems which we address with our work are
typically composed of a medium number of agents,
meaning a few dozens to a few hundreds. The agents
can be purely software, or software associated with
a technical device, or human. Such socio-technical
ecosystems dynamically change and evolve. The

agents may interact in multiple and multi-lateral ways,
dynamically compete and collaborate with diverse
peers, request and provide services, leave or join the
open system at any time. Generally, their behaviours
follow certain rules, policies and norms; these very
depending on the type of interaction (machine to
machine, human to machine, or human to human).
Rules, policies and norms assure that the interactions
have certain standards, and that the system or parts
of the system maintain certain properties, and that
they converge towards the desired properties [13].

Organisation of this article: Section 2 elaborates
on the engineering of self-* properties. Section 3 in-
troduces the Presage simulation platform. Section 4
explains how the simulations were designed and for
what reasons. Section 5 details the experiments.
Section 6 specifies the complex emergent structures
system in a formal model. Section 7 discusses their
outcome. Section 8 presents related work. Section 9
draws conclusions and indicates further steps to be
taken.

2 RULES FOR SELF-* PROPERTIES

The objective of this research is to investigate how
entities of various nature can interact and achieve
something together; this may be fulfilling a task or
providing a service. Humans and technology will in-
creasingly work hand-in-hand, and they will need new
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ways of communicating with each other.
Various types of interactions are required:

• Machine – machine

• Machine – human

• Human – human

Both machines (here meaning technology such
as software agents, robots, devices, etc.) and hu-
mans have their characteristic strengths and weak-
nesses. Among others, humans are sometimes irra-
tional, whereas technology lacks the typically human
understanding of unforeseen situations. Technology,
however, has a higher level of repeatability and preci-
sion. Humans are often more dexterous.

In simulation, the human irrationality can be rep-
resented by giving the representing agents a variable
probability of doing what they are supposed to do. Ar-
tificial agents usually do what they rationally should,
but their likelihood to fail may also be reflected by a
certain probability.

The mechanisms used in this type of research are
of three types:

• Self-organisation between technical (artificial)
units [6], guided by a variety of features such as
gradients and aggregation.

• Self-management of technical systems [4, 3, 15],
guided by rules and policies.

Note that the combination of self-organisation and
self-management in the same system is rather rare.
An example where this has been envisioned are self-
organising assembly systems (SOAS) [7, 10] (in spite
of their name).

• For socio-technical systems as discussed in this
paper, human factors need to be added. For in-
stance, what incentives does a person need to
interact with a machine? What happens in case
of communication difficulties or other failures?

The simulation framework introduced below is ab-
stract enough to take all three types of mechanisms
into account: self-organisation, self-management,
and human factors. The details of these mechanisms,
and especially the third type, are subject to ongoing
research and will be discussed in subsequent papers.

3 PRESAGE: A SIMULATION PLATFORM FOR
SELF-* SYSTEMS

While there is wide consensus that self-* properties
are desirable in many engineered systems, it is much
less clear how to create them in engineered systems.
A major challenge is how to show sufficient evidence
that the desired property is achieved under all consid-
ered constellations, and that the system does never
behave in undesired or harmful ways. One way to
show this is by systematic simulation. This paper
contributes to the research in this area by showing

examples of abstract experiments in a suitable sim-
ulation software. The results shown are preliminary
and merely an indication of the direction of the ongo-
ing research.

Based on general interaction principles, which
could represent any of the mechanisms discussed in
section 2, we derived the simulation scenarios pre-
sented in section 5. After discussion, they will con-
tribute to the conclusions about the engineering of
complex emergent structures in general (section 9).

Presage [21] is a simulation platform for rapid pro-
totyping of agent societies. Particular attention was
given to its suitability for networks that are open, dy-
namic and decentralised.

This approach enables designers to investigate the
effect of agent design, network properties and the
physical environment on individual agent behaviour
and long-term collective global performance, as much
as the verification of specific properties. Presage can
be used for the simulation and animation of agent in-
teraction models, allowing a system designer to in-
vestigate the complex social behaviour of the agents,
the evolution of network structures, and the adapta-
tion of conventional rules. Previous experiments have
been done in areas including e-commerce, ad hoc
networks, and colored trails.

Presage is currently being improved in many as-
pects, particularly adding the capability of running
simulations on a distributed cluster, scaling up to
much larger agent societies than are currently pos-
sible.

Further information as well as the software itself is
available on:
https://sites.google.com/site/presageproject

4 SIMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN

The objective pursued with the current research is to
investigate the creation, maintenance and change of
complex emergent structures that may be composed
of humans, organisations, software agents, robots,
and other technical devices of almost any imaginable
nature.

In concrete terms, the creation of such sys-
tems will consist of self-assembly and self-
organisation; their maintenance will rely on self-
reinforcement, self-management, self-adaptation,
self-protection, self-diagnose, self-repair and
self-healing; these systems’ change will be based
on some of the previously mentioned capabilities in
addition to self-disassembly, self-reassembly, self-
reconfiguration, and potentially self-reproduction
in the wider sense of a system being able to create a
copy of itself.

The MetaSelf framework serving as a conceptual
inspiration and the Presage simulation platform being
available, a simple yet powerful abstraction of such a
system was required. Given that the mechanisms to
be investigated shall be usable for a plentitude of dif-
ferent socio-technical systems, we decided to use
simple agents that could represent anything. The



agent society is heterogeneous, in this initial case
consisting of only two types, but more diversity can
be introduced at any time.

Also the functionality of the agents should be
generic and could be anything that may be described
as ‘requesting a service’ or ‘providing a service’; ad-
hoc service composition based on emergent struc-
tures is the objective. These emergent structure shall
have many properties of living systems or self-* sys-
tems. They may spontaneously emerge from the lo-
cal interactions of the agents, and may or may not
disassemble themselves after the task at hand has
been fulfilled. In some cases, there may be an incen-
tive for idle agents to participate in other emerging
structures, and in other cases, the agents may prefer
to stay where they are and wait for a certain time.

The ultimate challenge is to find a way in which
the assembling and dis-assembling systems retain
their history, which would enable the agent societies
to learn from past experience. The difficulty lies in
the fact that a self-* system will have only very lim-
ited global knowledge, no central commander, and no
system-wide building plans. This means that knowl-
edge may be preserved within the individual agents
or implicitly within the agent society, possibly in the
form of norms or policies.

Based on this idea, we started preliminary simu-
lations with the intention to determine which type of
agents, which capabilities and characteristics, and
which type of rules provide us with the most inter-
esting results. In this quest, contributions from other
research groups would be highly welcome.

5 EXPERIMENTS

Subsection 5.1 explains the basic features of the
emergent structures simulation; subsection 5.2 intro-
duces structure functionalities, and subsection 5.3 in-
troduces rules for self-optimisation and self-repair.

5.1 Emerging bridge structures – basic features

The goal of the conducted experiments was to show
how complex structures – for instance ‘bridges’ which
are strings of functional connections between agents
– can emerge on the basis of mostly local rules. For
this purpose, a multi-agent system consisting of static
and mobile agents was created in Presage, as fol-
lows.

Each of the static agents (“seeds”) has a unique to-
ken represented by a letter (A, B, C, ...); the mobile
agents (“cells”) move randomly under certain condi-
tions and according to certain behaviour rules con-
nect to both peers and seeds. When connecting, the
tokens carried by each agent are copied to the other
agent1. For instance, cell 1 which already carries to-
ken A may connect with cell 2 that carries B; con-

1Concretely, each agent implicitly gains the tokens held by
those peers it connects with. Holding a token therefore means
being connected to a seed with that token. Upon disconnection,
this information disappears.

Figure 1: Construction of an emergent bridge. The
dark dots are static seeds and the lighter dots are
(previously) mobile cells. Strings represent estab-
lished connections.

sequently, token B is copied to cell 1 and token A is
copied to cell 2. When a seed receives a foreign to-
ken, it recognises that a bridge to another seed must
have been established, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Presage also provides a dynamically updated tree
structure of the established connections, as shown
in Figure 2. We use a breadth first tree search al-
gorithm, which skips repeated nodes. Therefore, the
algorithm will always find the shortest path to each
node and will ignore loops in the tree.

All cells have a certain probability to make con-
nections (attractive force), and a certain probability
to dissolve connections (repulsive force). Addition-
ally, there is a time-out for unsuccessful strands: once
connections have existed for over a certain time with-
out completing a bridge, the cells will dissolve the
connections and continue to roam randomly.

The subsequently listed rules and metadata are
necessary at this stage of the simulations.

Cell rules:

• Move randomly.
• Connect to peers and seeds if they do not hold

identical token(s).
• Copy token(s) of connected peers or seeds.
• Dissolve connections when time-out expired

without success.
• Remove tokens received from peer when con-

nection dissolved.

Seed rules:

• Connect to cells if they do not hold identical to-
ken(s).

• Copy token(s) of connected cells.
• Remove tokens received from cell when connec-

tion dissolved.



Figure 2: Tree structure of the bridge shown in Fig-
ure 1

Metadata of each cell and each seed:

• Established and dissolved connections
• Time to success
• Probability to connect and its development over

time
• Probability to dissolve connections and its devel-

opment over time
• Number of tokens held over time

5.2 Functional structures – ongoing work

As previously mentioned, the ultimate goal of these
simulations is to lay the foundations for creating emer-
gent functional structures in a physical environment.
These functions may be based on services provided
by pure software agents or agentified physical de-
vices.

As the bridges are instances of functional struc-
tures, the seeds have a goal which uses the bridges
and wants to maintain them - for instance, periodi-
cally transmitting something (for instance, a packet)
to another seed. Whenever a transmission is suc-
cessful, the cells on the direct connection receive a
reward, and those in second grade receive a minor
reward because they provide increased stability to the
bridge. The cells in the second grade are then in a

game theoretical dilemma: should they stay and re-
ceive minor rewards or should they move and try to
be a first grade member of a new bridge?

The cells which participate in building a success-
ful bridge will receive a reward based on function-
ality; that is, each time a packet is transmitted from
one seed to the other over the corresponding bridge,
the cells receive a reward. Rewards are accumulated
and cells with high amounts of rewards are ‘happy’
and thus have a higher probability to continue in their
current state / configuration.

Additional cell rules:

• When receiving a packet, transmit it to the other
connected agent(s).

• After receiving a reward, decrease probability of
disconnection.

• When receiving a reward, transmit it to the other
connected agent(s).

Additional seed rules:

• When receiving a foreign token (we assume: a
bridge has been established), send a packet over
the bridge in regular intervals.

• Upon receiving a packet, send a reward to the
delivering cell.

Additional metadata of each cell and each seed:

• Packets sent and received over time
• Rewards received over time
• Number of cells in first grade and its develop-

ment over time
• Number of cells in second grade and its develop-

ment over time

5.3 Self-optimising and self-repairing bridges:
future work

The probabilities of connecting and dissolving can be
dynamically adjusted by the agents themselves, for
instance through learning. Cells record the time be-
tween the beginning of the game or the last time they
dissolved their connections and the next success, as
well as their connection and disconnection probabili-
ties since then. Correlating the probabilities for con-
nection and dissolution with their time to success, the
agents will be able to optimise their probability param-
eters.

Cell also have a behaviour which allows them to
shorten the bridge they participate in; in other words,
the bridge self-optimises. Key to this behaviour will be
the connection tree and the cells’ grade. Cells in the
second grade will attract new peers and test if they
might be able to establish a shorter path to the seeds.
If this is the case, the new structure will replace the
old one; otherwise, the additionally attracted cells will
be released.

To demonstrate the ability of the bridge to self-
repair, the cells also have a certain probability to die
and ‘disappear’. A dead cell will leave a gap in the



strand it belonged to. Its neighbours will try to recon-
nect and close the gap, potentially by attracting new
peers or by moving themselves towards the gap with-
out disconnecting existing links.

The additional rules listed subsequently are prelim-
inary; they will be refined once the simulations have
reached this phase.

Additional cell rules:

• (1) Every cell calculates the number of cells to
next seed.

• Cells in the second grade attract new peers and
do (1).

• If the probability of a cell to die reaches the value
of 1, the cell is deleted from the system.

• If a peer dies, the neighbouring cells try to close
gap by moving closer towards the gap and con-
necting with any cell nearby, or by attracting new
peers.

Additional metadata of each cell:

• Number of cells to next seed over time and its
development over time

• Probability to die and its development over time
• Strategies used to repair a gap and their suc-

cesses over time

6 Formal model of the complex emergent struc-
tures system

The system is composed of a set of agents which be-
long to either static seeds or mobile cells. Each agent
has a location and may have a number of tokens.

Set of cells C; Set of seeds S. C ∩ S = φ
Set of possible positions within the system A.
Set if possible tokens T .

Each cell and seed k ∈ C ∪ S has a location at time t
given by Lk(t).

∀k∀t : Lk(t) ∈ A, k ∈ C ∪ S (1)

∀l∀t : Ll(t) = Ll(t+ 1), l ∈ S (2)

Each cell’s position is limited by it’s movement speed
Vj .

∀j ∈ C : |Lj(t+ 1)− Lj(t)| ≤ Vj (3)

Each seed i ∈ S has set of tokens Ti ⊆ T .

Each cell j ∈ C may connect with any cell or seed
k ∈ C ∪ S within a range Rj at time t.

|Lj(t)− Lk(t)| ≤ min(Rj , Rk) (4)

For a connection made at time t′ the connection
remains until a time t′ ≥ t′ given that the above con-
dition is not broken at any time t where t′ ≤ t ≤ t′′.

For each cell j ∈ C it’s set of tokens at time t,
Tj(t) ⊆ T is the union of the all the tokens sets of
it’s connected neighbours Nj(t) ⊆ C ∪ S at that time.

Figure 3: Initial cell “clumps” around seeds

Tj(t) := ∪m∈NjtTm(t) (5)

This basic model serves as the basis for a more
comprehensive model that is currently being formu-
lated.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As the implementation and experiments are ongo-
ing, we only present initial results at this stage. The
preliminary experiments with the system described in
section 5 were intended to test whether, using purely
the basic rules described previously, functional struc-
tures would emerge and what the nature of their for-
mation would be.

The experiments were based on an environment
with three seeds evenly distributed in the considered
area, and focused on two cases: one with 100 cells
and the other with 200. We investigated how certain
static values of the probabilities of connection and
disconnection affected the performance of the sys-
tem.

As the cells only follow a very basic set of local
rules, as a collective they form “clumps” around each
seed, as Figure 3 shows. To build a functional bridge
a cell must make a connection in the gap between
two “clumps” when they are close enough together,
as pictured in Figure 4. Therefore, at this stage the
structures are largely random occurrences. Rules to
modify this behaviour are currently being elaborated.

Investigating how many bridges are created in the
described scenarios, given different connection prob-
abilities of the cells in the system, we see in Fig-
ure 5 that the range from 0.6 to 1 seems to lead to
more bridges, with a peak at 0.6 connection proba-
bility. The probability of disconnection was set to 0



Figure 4: Successful establishment of a bridge be-
tween two seeds

for these simulations. Interestingly, the results vary a
great deal between repeat runs of the experiments.
With 20 repetitions run for every value, we conclude
that randomness is still a large factor in comparison
to the connection probability.

Any increase in the probability of disconnection
leads to less bridges, or they take longer to form.
Values in the range of 0.0001 to 0.0512 (logarithmi-
cally) lead to no bridges at all within the 2000 con-
sidered simulation steps; other disconnection prob-
ability values have not been tested yet. 2000 steps
seemed enough that in every case there was a very
high chance of every cell connecting.

Notice that a static disconnection probability is
slightly flawed as a rule, as it will break up useful
structures, too. A more elaborate rule for having an
increased probability of disconnection in certain situ-
ations only will be introduced presently.

Figure 6 illustrates how quickly bridges were estab-
lished, again with a probability of disconnection equal
to zero, and diverse values of connection probabili-
ties. Unsurprisingly, the greater chance the cells have
on connecting, the faster they can form bridges.

In conclusion, the current findings of these experi-
ments confirm that the simple entities (cells) used in
these simulations are able to build emergent struc-
tures based on simple local rules and local knowl-
edge, without any central control or building plan.
They are thus a suitable basis for further research to-
wards more sophisticated self-* and emergent prop-
erties. The ongoing work particularly investigates
how the heterogeneity of the cells, that is, agents,
robots, devices, humans, institutions, etc., may be
represented in a generic yet meaningful way, and how
their different interaction characteristics will influence
the system level behaviour.

Figure 5: Average number of bridges formed

Figure 6: Average time taken for the formation of a
functional bridge

8 RELATED WORK

Over several decades, self-reinforcing structures and
phenomena have been studied in various contexts,
such as social systems [17], organisations [27], child
psychology [1], population migration [19], business
administration (power and status) [18], animal be-
haviour [12] and the extension of the human life
span [2].

In the context of ecology and economy, self-
reinforcing and self-organising structures have been
observed across various levels and scales [22], of-
ten displaying a hierarchy of systems that span food
chains, communities and landscapes / regions. For
instance, both real world experience and models indi-
cate that processes such as hydrology and the propa-
gation of disturbance can be strongly self-reinforcing
(i.e. the landscape structure supports the process,
and vice versa).

In multi-agent systems, the agreement of con-
ventions may be hindered by self-reinforcing struc-
tures [26]. Social tools such as observation, rewiring
based on previous success, and particularly their
combination, allow the MAS to overcome these dif-
ficulties.

A way to decompose software engineering
methodologies and recompose them while intro-
ducing elements of self-organisation is presented
in [23]. A variety of existing methodologies for self-



organisation is discussed, explaining their charac-
teristic features, advantages and limitations. Using
the SPEM (Software & System Process Engineer-
ing Meta-Model) approach, method fragments can be
combined in many different ways according to the de-
signers wish and the desired self-organisation mech-
anism.

An overview on concepts, principles and mech-
anisms used in complexity engineering is provided
in [9], together with a survey on existing work [8].
Most of the existing literature refers to software sys-
tems; work on socio-technical, robotic or mechanical
systems remains rather rare. Complexity engineer-
ing is closely related to emergent engineering [25],
which aims at solutions that can be selected through
an evolutionary adaptation process to produce pro-
gressively better (and continuously improving) solu-
tions.

Morphogenetic systems provide us with powerful
mechanisms for systems design and architecture.
Just in the same way as biological systems grow, ex-
pand and diversify their bodies and functions, also
engineered systems and structures may rely on on
local mechanisms for growing, expanding and diver-
sifying [5].

The principles of degeneracy – functional redun-
dancy and function plasticity – are frequently ob-
served in natural complex adaptive systems, and they
also apply to engineering [11]. Functional redun-
dancy means that a system has several different com-
ponents which can fulfil the same function, whereas
functional plasticity refers to components which can
execute several different functions.

Autonomic Computing [14] was conceived because
complex technological systems must start to take
care of themselves, to hide complexity from the user,
and to offer intuitively understandable services. Dif-
ferent types of policies are used to guide the sys-
tem [16, 15]: action-based policies, goal-based poli-
cies and utility-function- based polices. Policies are
a form of guidance used to determine decisions
and actions. Hence, analogously, reflex-based /
action-based agents use if-then action rules. Goal-
based agents can determine which actions to take to
achieve specified goals. Finally, utility-function-based
agents choose the actions to maximise their utility
function, which allows a finer distinction between the
desirability of different states than goals do. The im-
plementation of such policies can take various forms,
if (...) then (...) else being the most intuitive one (but
limited to relatively simple applications).

Organic computing (OC) aims at a favourable
trade-off between autonomy and controllability, which
machines may never lose; i.e. freedom and secu-
rity. A similar trade-off is required between robust-
ness versus sensitivity [28]. One of the main goals
of OC is to find ways of controlling emergence [20].
OC is oriented towards the user’s needs: to be more
user-friendly, systems are designed to be life-like.
They dynamically adapt to the changing environment.

To achieve this, OC previews the controller/observer
architecture [24], which is very generic. It consists
of three layers: a top-down layer (high level) with
reasoning, simulations, and observation capabilities,
which can give feedback; a middle layer; and a
bottom-up layer (low level) with reflexes. The low level
assertions are similar to action policies (if-then rules).
The counterpart in the system which receives viola-
tion messages is the observer; the one which takes
measures accordingly is the controller [20]. When
the observer decides that reconfiguration is neces-
sary, the controller will execute it. Notice that MAPE,
from autonomic computing, can be considered as a
type of observer/controller architecture.

9 CONCLUSION

In nature, including biological and social systems,
complexity often goes hand-in-hand with adaptivity,
flexibility, evolvabilty and emergence. Systems with
such characteristics can cope with changing con-
ditions, failing components and other perturbations.
Engineers strive to build systems with similar intrinsic
features, and thus study the principles and mecha-
nisms found in nature.

Simple experiments as presented in this article
contribute to the demonstration of self-* properties in
multi-agent systems that are guided by rules and poli-
cies.

Further experiments will be done in Presage to
investigate the potential of dynamically changeable
policies. Several learning algorithms will be imple-
mented, and ways to preserve history in the system
even after the dissolution of formed structures.
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